WAREHOUSE IDENTIFICATION
Code labels produced to your specific requirements.

Beam & Shelf Code Labelling

Beam & Shelf Code Labelling

Magnetic Racking Strip

Location Markers

The magnetic easy-wipe strip provides a fast and
effective updating system for identifying product
codes and stock level information, etc. Easily cut, use
a wet-wipe pen on the “write on/wipe off” surface.

Label Holders

Ideal for use on steel surfaces these re-usable
magnetic location markers are supplied in packs of
single sizes. Use a wet-wipe marker pen to write on
then wipe off, update and move when required.

Ticket Holders

Easy Updating! These clear plastic holders with flexible pull-forward fronts
allow easy loading for updating information. Barcodes can be scanned without
removing the insert. Available with magnetic or self-adhesive fixing options, in
lengths up to 3m.

Available in self-adhesive for permanent solutions or
magnetic for cold stores or where locations need to
be moved. Barcodes, arrows and colours can be
incorporated, printed with the message you want
and how you want it.

Magnetic or self-adhesive label holders supplied
from stock in pre-cut lengths. Special sizes can be
supplied on request. Each holder is supplied with a
white card insert and a clear plastic cover strip.

Wire Shelving Clip Holder

Traditional magnetic or self-adhesive holders do not suit mesh shelving.
This holder solves the problem with a quick and easy to use “clip-on”
system. Holders are 43mm(h) x 75mm(w). Supplied with white card inserts.

Waste Management

Waste management problems are easily solved with the racksack. Suitable for
most racking systems, racksack quickly fixes to the end of your racking frame.
In a range of 14 designs, once full of your waste or recyclables the racksack can
be quickly and easily emptied. Supplied with ‘S’ hook fixings.
Dimensions:
1000mm high x 920mm wide

www.locators.co.uk

Numbers & Letters - Magnetic & Self Adhesive

Magnetic and self-adhesive characters are printed black on yellow or white
delivering high visibility identification. Simple to apply and remove without
leaving residue. Adhesive available in a variety of sizes in single character
sheets or in full A-Z and 0-9 packs. Magnetic in mixed sheets.

Aisle & Bay Markers

Weight Load Notices

Clear bay and aisle marking is essential in a modern warehouse. Our off the
shelf markers provide instant identification. Bespoke markers can be quickly
produced to your specific requirements.

Magnetic Self-adhesive Strip

A range of tough durable PVC signs manufactured in line with the latest
Health & Safety recommendations. Choice of five different designs from pallet
racking to mezzanine flooring. Signs can be overprinted with your corporate
logo, address and contact details.

Ticket Pouches

Our magnetic strip is available in three widths backed with a strong
permanent adhesive. Makes anything magnetic!

Floor Marking & Identification

A range of self-adhesive or magnetic ticket pouches. Designed for use on
racking and shelving. These highly visible pouches allow bar codes to be
scanned without removing the insert.

Document Pockets

High visibility alpha numeric, graphic or directional self-adhesive floor markers.
Designed to withstand the traffic in a modern warehouse.

Industrial quality pockets for use with A3 down to A7 sized inserts. Vertical
and horizontal (other sizes available). Choice of magnetic, self adhesive, tie
on and clip on fixing options.
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